BELLE TIME (NZ), by =Summertime (GB). Unraced. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners--

4TH DAM
ASGARD (NZ)
DAME BELLE (NZ), by =Hermes (GB). Unraced. Sister to =

3RD DAM

2ND DAM
BEAUTY BELLE (AUS), by =Ideal Planet (AUS). Unraced. Sister to =

1ST DAM

Wylie Hall (AUS) (c, by =Redoute's Choice (AUS)). Black type winner, see records.
=Imperial Belle (NZ), Unraced. Dam of =Chelsworth (NZ) (g, by *Sir Tristram. 3rd Como Centre S. (AUS), V.r.c. Carbine Club S. (AUS), etc.) Granddam of =Traditional (AUS) (g, by =Bureaucracy (NZ), 3rd O.t.c. Sires Produce S. [G1] (AUS), etc.). =Desert Rain (NZ) (g, by Honor Grades. 3rd Armacup Queen Elizabeth H. [G2] (NZ), Waikato Times Gold Cup [G2] (NZ), etc.). =Housemaster (NZ) (g, by Housebuster. 3rd Trident Tavern Classic (NZ), etc.). =Kiwinsky (NZ) (g, by Stravinsky. 3rd Wolf Power H. (SAF), etc.). =Tsarina Belle (NZ) (f, by Stravinsky. 2nd Champagne S. (NZ), Soliloquy S. (NZ), 3rd New Zealand 1000 Guineas [G1] (NZ), etc.)


=Lady Belle (NZ) (f, by Taipan). 2nd Arawa S. (NZ), Taranaki S. (NZ), Taranaki S. (NZ), 3rd Railway H. -G1 (NZ), Concorde H. (NZ). Dam of 2 winners, including=

=CASEY BELLE (NZ) (f, by =Zamazaan (FR)). Won South Australian Oaks-G1 (AUS), Queen Of The South S. (AUS). 3rd Carlton Draught S. (AUS).


=Starry Belle (NZ), Unraced. Dam of =CONAIR (NZ) (g, by =Jetball (AUS)). 2nd Lord Mayor's Cup (AUS). 3rd Toowoomba Cup (AUS), Easter Cup (AUS), etc.)

=Annie Belle (NZ), Unraced. Dam of =SKYROCKET (AUS) (f, by Danehill. Won Rising Stars S. (AUS), Let's Ellepe S. (AUS). 2nd Veue Clicquot S. (AUS), 3rd Moet & Chandon 1400 S. (AUS), etc.). =Belle Belotto (AUS) (f, by =Belotto. 3rd Mannerism S. [G3] (AUS), etc.) Granddam of =Meteor Burst (JPN) (c, by Sunday Silence. 5 wins, 2 to 7, in Jpn, $1,582,860. 2nd Nagoya Yushun (JPN), Saudi Arabia Royal Cup (JPN), New Year S. (JPN), 3rd Hichi Yao Sho (JPN), Hyogo Championship (JPN), etc.)

=Romantic Belle (NZ) (f, by =Battle-Waggon (GB)). 2nd Taranaki S. (NZ), Dam of --

=Belle Venus (NZ), Unraced. Dam of =MARLBOROUGH (NZ) (g, by =Zabeel (NZ)). At 6 Champion Steeplechase In Aust. Unplaced at 9, in Jpn. Won A.R. Dodson Hurdle [N] (AUS), Vrc Grand National Hurdle [N] (AUS), A.v. Hiskins Stp. [N] (AUS), etc.). =Dancer's Joy (f, by Danzatore. 2nd Coca Cola Bottler Classic [G3] (AUS), Fai 2yo Classic (AUS), 3rd Blue Diamond Prem (Fillies) [G3] (AUS), The Mercedes Benz (Fillies) (AUS), etc.) Granddam of =Shamrock Son (AUS) (c, by =Charnwood Forrest (IRE). 3rd Sir Ernest Lee-Stee Classic (AUS), Raconteur S. (AUS), etc.)

=Precious Lover (NZ), Unraced. Dam of =La Cavallina (NZ) (f, by =Famous Star (GB)). 3rd Ra Ora Classic (NZ), Cambridge Breeders S. (NZ), etc.)

=American Belle (NZ). Unraced. At 4 Sent to USA. Producer. Granddam of PLANTATION (g, by Luftikus. 7 wins, 2 to 5, $209,620 in US. Won A Huevo S.-R (CT, $30,660), Private Terms S. 3rd West Virginia Breeders' Classic S.-R (CT, $49,500), Blue and Gold S., etc.)

=Dresden Belle (f, by =Alcimedes (GB)). Unraced. Dam of 1 winner.


=Precious Belle (NZ) (f, by Taipan). Unraced. Dam of --


=Lazy Dynamite (NZ) (c, by =Wolverton (IRE)). 2nd Flemington S. (AUS).

=Sweet Belle (NZ) (f, by =Sucaryl (GB)). Unraced. Dam of 1 winner.


=Grosweet (NZ) (g, by =Grosvenor (NZ)). 2nd A.t.a Quality S. (AUS).

Race Record: At 4, Won Derby Trial S. (SAF).